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                                    Charcoal
                            
	
                                    Fuchsia
                            
	
                                    Lilac
                            
	
                                    Orange
                            
	
                                    Pistachio
                            
	
                                    White
                            
	
                                    Natural
                            
	
                                    Red
                            
	
                                    Black
                            
	
                                    Chocolate
                            
	
                                    Mimosa
                            
	
                                    Garnet
                            
	
                                    Violet
                            
	
                                    Sapphire
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                                    Bali Gray
                            
	
                                    Bali Pale Blue
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                                    30 Inch Accent Table Covers
                            
	
                                    34 Inch Fitted Table Covers
                            
	
                                    4 Foot Fitted Table Covers
                            
	
                                    5 Foot Fitted Table Covers
                            
	
                                    6 Foot Fitted Table Covers
                            
	
                                    8 Foot Fitted Table Covers
                            
	
                                    48 Inch Fitted Round Table Covers
                            
	
                                    60 Inch Fitted Round Table Covers
                            
	
                                    72 Inch Fitted Round Table Covers
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                [image: Re-dis"COVER" a Favorite..transform your accent table into a modern sensation!  Showcase in the bedroom, living room, second home, rental properties, guest home, first home, apartment or at the office.]
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            30-Inch Decorator Table Cover - Bali Pale Blue 
        


        
                
        
            MSRP:
             
                
            
        

        
            Was:
            
                
            
        

        
            
                
            
            
                Now:
            
            $37.00
        

        

            


    
	
            
    
        
            
                [image: The fresh feel mimics your favorite poplin cotton top. The new weight is celebration ready straight out of the bag. Wash and reuse for celebrations, home decor or to enhance a special professional event. Our patented fit is one-piece and transforms your 34-inch card table from so-so to sensational in less than 30 seconds. Great for guest seating, serving or any place you want a classy well-dressed table.  No worries about the table cover being dragged or blown off the table in outdoor conditions. Bali, leaves the wash with only minimal air drying time.]
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            34-Inch Fitted Table Cover - Bali Pale Blue 
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                Now:
            
            $39.00
        

        

            


    
	
            
    
        
            
                [image: The fresh feel mimics your favorite poplin cotton top. The new weight is celebration ready straight out of the bag. Wash and reuse for celebrations, home decor or to enhance a special professional event. Our patented fit is one-piece and transforms your 60-inch round folding table from so-so to sensational in less than 30 seconds. Great for guest seating, serving or any place you want a classy well-dressed table. We'll let you decide if you want to dress the pleats side to side or front to back, either is sensational. No worries about the table cover being dragged or blown off the table in outdoor conditions. Bali, leaves the wash with only minimal air drying time.]
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                            Add to Cart
                            The item has been added
            

        
    
    
        
            60-Inch Fitted Round Table Cover- Bali Pale Blue 
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                Now:
            
            $49.00
        

        

            


    
	
            
    
        
            
                [image: The fresh feel mimics your favorite poplin cotton top. The new weight is celebration ready straight out of the bag. Wash and reuse for celebrations, home decor or to enhance a special professional event. Our patented fit is one-piece and transforms your 48-inch round folding table from so-so to sensational in less than 30 seconds. Great for guest seating, serving or any place you want a classy well-dressed table. We'll let you decide if you want to dress the pleats side to side or front to back, either is sensational. No worries about the table cover being dragged or blown off the table in outdoor conditions. Bali, leaves the wash with only minimal air drying time.]
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            48-Inch Fitted Round Table Cover - Bali Pale Blue 
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                Now:
            
            $49.00
        

        

            


    
	
            
    
        
            
                [image: The fresh feel mimics your favorite poplin cotton top. The new weight is celebration ready straight out of the bag. Wash and reuse for celebrations, home decor or to enhance a special professional event. Our patented fit is one-piece and transforms your 6-foot folding table from so-so to sensational in less than 30 seconds. Great for guest seating, serving or any place you want a classy well-dressed table. Bali, leaves the wash with only minimal air drying time.]
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                            The item has been added
            

        
    
    
        
            6-Foot Fitted Table Cover - Bali Pale Blue 
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            $49.00
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        Letâ€™s get the party started!
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                            1-888-41TABLE
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                     Important Info

                     	FAQ
	Care Instructions
	MIY
	Imprinting
	Commercial Use


                 
                 
                     About Us

                     	Contact us
	Tablevogue Difference
	Our Story
	Videos
	Blog


                 
                 
                    
                    
                    
                    
                        Stay in the know!

                        Join our mailing list to receive the latest size and color launches, special promotions and news!
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